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in a nutshell
I'm a performing artist, mainly. I do improvisational theater and live visuals. Right now I'm getting an MS in Integrated
Digital Media at Polytechnic University. My main project at IDMI is Kids Connect, a series of summer workshops
teaching improvisation, storytelling, audio/visual performance and online collaboration (with video streams and in Second 
Life) to teens in New York and Amsterdam. I'm a co-organizer of Share, an open jam for audio/visual artists held every
Sunday in the East Village, NYC. 
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locus sonus

While I’m writing my thesis paper today, I’m listening to Marseilles, France. A dog barked a moment ago, as if at someone or
something (a man, a squirrel, a leaf) was getting too close to its yard. The audio is being streamed as part of the locus sonus 
project, which has set up a network of microphones streaming from around the world. Go to their site to listen and mix the
streams. 

We have a locus sonus here at IDMI — before I started writing today, I helped Hans move the microphone to better capture the
sounds from the square outside. Back to writing now.

Addendum

Congratulations, Ross! Mr. Ross White will be teaching a poetry writing class at UNC Chapel Hill this fall. I’ve been lucky to
know a handful of great teachers and Ross is one of them. His students will be lucky to have him.
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